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Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of real-time generation of near-optimal 
control for nonlinear plants. It advocates using the direct method of calculus of 
variations based on a priory approximation of the optimal solution by appropriate 
reference functions depending on several variable parameters and then applying 
inverse dynamics to determine the corresponding controls. The paper reviews 
general ideas of such an approach and provides with two detailed examples based on 
recent graduate students’ projects. These include a standard inverted pendulum 
control and a more complex problem aimed on the development of algorithms for 
cooperative collision-free control of multiple agents. Copyright © 2006 USTARTH 
 








It has been always desirable to have algorithms 
capable of solving different optimal control problems 
in real time. Unfortunately, classical indirect 
methods of calculus of variations (Bellman’s 
dynamic programming, Pontrjagin’s maximum 
principle) can handle online nothing but very simple 
problems (for these problems, double integrator for 
example, you might be able to obtain even an 
analytical solution, however it is quite difficult to 
obtain even an off-line numerical solution for the 
higher-fidelity models). That’s why different 
techniques have been developed to either simplify 
(linearize) the problem or apply numerical 
algorithms providing a near-optimal rather than 
optimal solution (collocation method, method of 
differential inclusions, etc.). Once such a quasi-
optimal solution is found in real time, it can then be 
tracked with conventional feedback controllers. 
 
This paper advocates using one of the direct methods 
which has been proved to be able to work in real time 
already. In addition, this method is also quite easy to 
program and assures effective optimization within a 
compact set of feasible solutions. 
 
This direct method of calculus of variations, similar 
to that of Ritz-Galerkin, applied to the problems of 
flight dynamics involving constraints on states and 
controls was originally developed in early 60s by 
Prof. Taranenko. Since then different modifications 
of Taranenko’s method were developed by his 
followers for different specific applications 
(Taranenko, and Momdgi, 1986; Neljubov, 1986). A 
decade ago advances in computers allowed bringing 
Prof. Taranenko’s ideas to a new level and 
developing algorithms for real-time on-board 
calculation of quasi-optimal trajectories (Yakimenko, 
1998; Dobrokhodov, and Yakimenko, 1999; Alekhin 
and Yakimenko, 1999). These algorithms applied to 
combat vehicles and missiles were implemented and 
tested within the Pilot’s Associate program onboard 
5th-generation aircraft (Yakimenko, 2000a). 
Currently this direct method is being used for 
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) to produce landing 
approach trajectories and assure flight deconfliction 
in case of maneuvering of multiple UAVs (Kaminer, 
et al., 2006). 
 
Since key ideas of the onboard version of this direct 
method have been discussed in detail already 
(Yakimenko, 2000b), this paper focuses on applying 
its main ideas in different research projects at the 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. The 
simplicity of the direct method under discussion 
allows graduate students to advance through the 
theory, develop and eventually test their own real-
time trajectory optimization schemes for different 
experimental setups in a variety of research 
laboratories at the department of Mechanical and 
Astronautical Engineering within one or two quarters. 
 
While every project deserves a separate paper, the 
goal of the current paper is to show how the 
trajectory (state) optimization problem can be cast in 
terms of suggested direct method and reduced to the 
problem of constrained minimization of a scalar 
function of a few varied parameters. The paper starts 
with reviewing general ideas behind Taranenko’s 
direct method and proceeds with two out of many 




2. GENERAL IDEAS OF TARANENKO’S 
METHOD 
 
To approximate the Cartesian coordinates of a 
vehicle and its speed (four states), Prof. Taranenko 
suggested using the following continuous, 
unequivocal and differentiable functions (Taranenko, 
and Momdgi, 1986) 
 






x x τ τ ττ τ
−= + − + Φ− , 1,4i =
0
.   (1) 
 
Obviously these functions automatically satisfy both 
boundary conditions 0( )i ix xτ =  and ( )i f ifx xτ =  as 
long as . As an argument τ any 
monotonically changing parameter, e.g., time, path, 
full mechanical energy, etc. can be used. 
( ) ( )0 0i i fτ τΦ = Φ =
 
Functions ( )i τΦ  define the variety of accessible 
trajectories and their choice depends on the specific 
problem. For instance, the following functions and 
their combinations have been successfully used as 
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In general, the more terms functions ( )i τΦ  have, the 
more accurate (closer to the really optimal) solution 
can be found. Some of unknown coefficients kA  can 
be found using boundary conditions imposed on the 
first and higher-order derivatives ( )l li i
lx d x dτ= , 




Once the Cartesian coordinates and speed are defined 
using reference functions (1), the remaining states 
and controls are determined using inverse dynamics 
of original non-linear equations driving the system’s 
dynamics. That is where Taranenko’s direct method 
has a huge advantage over indirect methods. As 
known, in classical optimal control the problem is 
reduced to determining the trajectory with the given 
initial states and control time-histories by solving the 
Cauchy problem, i.e. integrating differential 
equations. Taranenko’s direct method in general does 
not require solving the Cauchy problem. Instead, 
having the desired trajectory from the very beginning 
the inverse dynamics is applied to retrieve time-
histories for all the controls. 
 
We omit other features of Taranenko’s method and 
jump into one of its modifications that employs 
polynomials as the reference functions (1). 
 
 
3. COMPUTING COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
REFERENCE FUNCTIONS 
 
Without loss of generality we further consider a 
single class of the reference functions, namely 
polynomials to show how unknown coefficients can 
be determined (Neljubov, 1986) and what can be 
done to assure an additional flexibility of trajectories. 
 
Consider a typical case where you have to satisfy up 
to the second derivative of Cartesian coordinates at 
both ends of the trajectory: 0ix , ifx , 0ix′ , ifx′ , 0ix′′ , 
ifx′′ , 1,3i =  (since we haven’t defined the argument 
of the reference functions, yet we use primes rather 
than dots to denote the derivatives). We also want the 
second derivate (which is proportional to 
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Integrating equation (2) twice yields the following 
4th- and 5th-order polynomials for the first derivative 
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Now, all six coefficients , ika 0,5k =  can be defined 
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In this particular case the only varied parameter is 
fτ  (since all coefficients are determined from the 
boundary conditions). Figure 1a demonstrates what 
happens when fτ  is varied. But what if in addition 
to fτ  some other coefficients can be varied? What if 
say the second derivative of x1 at the final point, 2 fx′′ , 
is not defined? Figure 1b provides with examples of 
such an enhanced flexibility of the reference 
functions. 
 
To summarize, if an additional flexibility is needed – 
increase the order of polynomials and use the higher-
order derivatives at both ends as additional varied 
parameters. 
 
Now back to the argument of the reference functions. 
Assume tτ ≡ . In this case the speed profile along 
the 3-dimentional trajectory is also determined 
(fixed) because 2 2 21 2 3V x x x= + +& & & . For example we 
built a road where all cars are only allowed to move 
with a certain speed profile, which is absurd. The 
only way to avoid it is to use some abstract argument 
τ  that relates to time via variable speed factor 
( ) /d dtλ τ τ= . In this case we obtain an authority to 
vary the speed profile along the predetermined 
trajectory via varying the speed factor λ: 
 
2 2 2
1 2 3V x x xλ ′ ′ ′= + + .  (5) 
 
 
                         a)                                                 b) 
Fig. 1. Varying “free” parameters of the reference 
functions: varfτ =  (a), 1var& varf fxτ ′′= =  (b). 
 
With this let us further consider two optimization 
problems in detail. 
 
 
4. EXAMPLES OF PROBLEM FORMULATIONS 
 
This section presents two examples of casting the 
optimal control problem in terms of the direct 
method of calculus of variations to obtain a feasible 
quasi-optimal solution in real time. To address 
different features of implementation of fundamental 
ideas of the direct method, we start from the 
developing the real-time optimal control search 
routine for an inverted pendulum and proceed with 
the developing of coordinated control for multiple 
robots. 
 
4.1 Inverted Pendulum 
 
Physical System and Its Mathematical Model.   The 
physical system is shown on Fig.2. By applying a 
torque to the horizontal disk, it is desirable to swing 
the pendulum from the inverted (down) position (or 
any other arbitrary angular position) to upright 













Fig. 2. Inverted pendulum. 
 
The system of nonlinear equations driving system’s 
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    (6) 
 
The four states are two attitude angles (defining a 
position of the pendulum and control disk, 
respectively) and corresponding angular velocities. 
The only control is the torque T. The nonlinear 
functions entering the equations (6) are defined as 
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and depend on some of the states and mass-
geometric data of the system defined by the vector 
 
7, , , , , , ,  
Td p p p
y x y zm l r I I I I A E⎡ ⎤= ∈⎣ ⎦a a 7⊂ .    (8) 
 
It is desirable to satisfy the following set of boundary 














































































as well as obey the mechanical constraints on the 
control disk attitude max( )tψ ψ≤  and control torque 
max( )T t T≤ . 
 
The performance index J is the time needed to bring 
the pendulum to the upright position. Of course the 
optimal control (and attitude time profiles) depends 
on the vector of system’s parameters a  (8). 
 
Key Ideas for the Numerical Solution.   Following 
the basic idea of the direct method, it is first needed 
to separate the trajectory (attitudes of the pendulum 
and control disk) from the velocity (their angular 
velocities in this case). In order to do so, an 
independent argument τ (virtual arc) needs to be 
introduced. Using the speed factor d
dt
τλ =  the 
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  (9) 
 
Now, suggested by the optimal control theory (since 
the torque T enters the Hamiltonian of the system 
linearly) we assume the control-arc profile to be 
bang-bang as shown on Fig.3. 
 







Fig. 3. Torque-arc profile. 
 
This arc profile is completely defined by a series of 
switching points. Although no hint about the number 
of switching points exists (the only knowledge we 
have is that for a linearized system the number of 
switching points would not exceed three), we assume 
that we can establish the optimal control using some 
finite number of them, say four points as shown on 
Fig.3. Later we could adjust the number of points if 
necessary (we should probably need to minimize the 
number of switches as well). 
 
Finally, we establish some reference function ( )Pθ τ  
for the attitude angle θ. For example we may go with 
the polynomial of as low as 5th order (since we need 
to satisfy up to the second derivative of the attitude 
angle at both ends of the trajectory). The coefficients 
of this polynomial are defined by the given boundary 
conditions (converted to argument τ) as explained in 
Section 3. (For more flexibility we may need to 
increase the order of the polynomial so that the third 
derivatives 0θ ′′′  and/or fθ ′′′  become additional varied 
parameters.) 
 
Now, the optimization routine may be established as 
shown on Fig.4. 
 
Compute the coefficients of reference function
using the desired boundary conditions 
t  t  i i t    ti
i  t  ir  r  iti  
Choose a reference function for θ
(5th (“2+2”) or 6th (“2+3”) -order polynomial)
  r f r  f ti  f r 
th ( )  t (  -  l i l)
Guess on initial values of variable parameters
(τf, τ1, τ2, …, maybe also d3θ/dτ3 at τ=τf )
  i iti l l  f ri l  r t r
( f, 1, 2, ,  l  3 / 3 t f )
Compute the statest  t  t t
Compute a cost functiont   t f ti Compute penaltiest  lti




Define the control profile:
T0-Tmax(τ1)-Tmin(τ2 )-Tmax(τ3)-Tmin(τ4)-…-0
fi  t  tr l r fil :
0- ax( 1)- in( 2 )- ax( 3)- in( 4)- -
 
 
Fig. 4. Optimization flow chart. 
 
Given the boundary conditions we first define the 
reference function for the angle θ and compute all 
coefficients using these boundary conditions (and 
initial guesses on 0θ ′′′  and/or fθ ′′′  in case higher than 
5th-order polynomial was employed for more 
flexibility). We also establish a bang-bang torque-arc 
profile defined by several switching points. These 
switching points, iτ , 1,4i = , along with the length of 
the virtual arc fτ  (and possibly the values of higher-
order derivatives of the angle θ at initial and/or final 
points) form the vector of variable parameters . Ξ
 
Next, we numerically solve the problem (integrating 
some of state equations where it is inevitable and 
applying inverse dynamics everywhere else). Then, 
we estimate the performance index J and compound 
the aggregated penalty ∆ (caused by the fact that not 
all constraints are necessarily met and that the 
boundary conditions for the states that were 
integrated are not satisfied). 
 
Now, we apply any standard nonlinear constrained 
minimization routine to minimize the performance 




.  (10) 
 
Computation of States, Cost Function and Penalty.   





ττ∆ = −  so that we have N 
equidistant (along fτ ) nodes 1,j N= . All the states 
and the torque at the first point  (corresponding 
to 
1j =
1 0 0τ τ≡ = ) are defined. Additionally we define 
1 1λ = . 
Now, for each of the subsequent N–1 nodes 2,j N=  
we do the following. We compute the current value 
of angle θ using the corresponding polynomial: 
( )j Pθ jθ τ= . Next, knowing the torque from the 
predetermined torque-arc profile, 1 (jT T 1)jτ− = −
T
, we 
integrate the third equation of the system (9) 
 ( )1, 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 1 1 1( , , ) ( )j j j j j j jf hθ θ ψω λ θ ω ω θ−− − − − − −= + τ∆ .(11) 
 
Knowing the change in the pendulum angle and the 















−∆ = + 1
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∆= ∆ .     (13) 
 
The current time then equals to 
 




Finally, we numerically integrate two remaining 
equations of the system (6) to get the current values 
for the remaining states 
 ( ), 2 1 , 1 , 1 2 1 1 1
, 1
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Once all states are computed, we may estimate the 
performance index which happens to be NJ t=  and 
form the penalty as 
 














⎡ −⎢ ⎥∆ = − ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦)
⎤
,   (16) 
 
where w is the weighting coefficient. 
 
4.2 Cooperative Control of Multiple Robots 
 
Experimental Setup and Mathematical Model.   
Experimental setup shown on Fig.5 includes three 
robots moving along a frictionless bounded 
horizontal arena. Each robot has three degrees of 
freedom (two translational and one rotational about 
the vertical axis) and is controlled by a reaction 
wheel and a thruster mounted atop of it. The robots 
should maneuver themselves collisions-free into a 
commanded final position defined relative to each 
other. 
 
The system of nonlinear equations driving each 
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  (17) 
 
The seven states per robot are its x and y coordinates, 
x and y, components of its linear velocity, u and v, 
respectively, the attitude angle ψ (defining robot’s 
orientation with respect to the axis Ox), the angular 
velocity ω controlled by the reaction wheel, and the 
angle α defining the direction of thrust with respect 
to robot front. Three available controls (per robot) 






=  ( max0 i iF F≤ ≤ ), the control input δ 







=  ( maxi iT T≤ ). 
 
Each robot is represented 



















Fig. 5. Three robots on the frictionless arena. 
 
While maneuvering, all robots ( 1,3i = ) must obey 
the geometrical constraints of the arena 
 
      0.5 ( ) 0.5iMSD x t D MSD≤ ≤ − , 
0.5 ( ) 0.5iMSD y t W MSD≤ ≤ − , 0 , ft t t⎡∈ ⎣ ⎤⎦   (18) 
 
(where MSD stands for minimum safe distance 
between two robots and is equal to the diameter of 
the circles drawn on Fig.5 around each robot), and 
avoid collisions with other robots 
 
( ) ( )2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0i k i kx t x t y t y t MSD− + − − ≥  
 , 1,3,  i k i k∀ = ≠ , 0 , ft t t⎡∈ ⎣ ⎤⎦           (19) 
 
It is required to satisfy the following sets of boundary 
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ψ α  
 
In general, the performance index includes three 
appropriately weighted terms. The first one, 1ft , 
assures minimum transition time for the first robot, 
the second one, 2 1 3 2f f t f f tt t t t− − ∆ + − − ∆ , 
guarantees sequential ( -second apart) joining the 











∑ ∫ , takes 
care of minimizing overall gas consumption to 
produce thrust. 
 
Suggested Solution.   Again, the first step is to 
introduce an independent argument τi for each robot 
( 1,3i = ) and using the corresponding speed factors 
λ i (different for each robot) rewrite the original 
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  (20) 
 
The second step is to establish three reference 
functions (per robot): for coordinates ix  and , as 
well as for the attitude angle 
iy
iψ : ( )i ixP τ , ( )i iyP τ  and 
( )i iPψ τ , respectively ( 1,3i = ). As defined by the 
number of boundary conditions, the minimum order 
of approximating polynomials is five. For this 
specific problem the additional flexibility will 
definitely be needed to allow avoiding collisions. 
Thus, to be able to vary the third derivative of ix ,  
and 
iy
iψ , 1,3i =  at both ends, the order of 
polynomials should be increased by two. 
 
The optimization routine looks pretty much the same 
as on Fig.4 except there is no predetermined control-
arc histories established this time. 
 
Given the boundary conditions we first determine 
nine reference functions ( )i ixP τ , ( )i iyP τ  and ( )i iPψ τ , 
1,3i =  and compute their coefficients using given 
boundary conditions and initial guesses on the third 
derivatives 0
ix ′′′ , ifx ′′′ , 0iy ′′′ , ify ′′′ , 0iψ ′′′ , ifψ ′′′ , 1,3i = . 
These variables along with the lengths of three 
virtual arcs ifτ  form the vector of variable 
parameters . Next, applying inverse dynamics we 
numerically solve the problem for the remaining 
states. Then, we estimate the performance index J 
and compound the aggregated penalty ∆. 
Ξ
 
As in the previous example we apply any standard 
nonlinear constrained minimization routine to 
minimize the performance index keeping the penalty 
within the certain tolerance (10). 
 
Inverse Dynamics.   Again we start from dividing 





ττ∆ = −  so that we have N equidistant nodes 
1,j N=  along each virtual arc. For each robot all 
states at the first point  (corresponding to 1j =
1 0 0
i iτ τ= = ) are defined. Additionally we define 
1 1
iλ = , 1,3i = . 
 
For each of the subsequent N–1 nodes 2,j = N  we 
compute the current values of robots’ coordinates 
and attitudes using corresponding polynomials: 
( )i i ij x jx P τ= , ( )i i ij y jy P τ=  and ( )i i ij jPψψ τ= , 1,3i = . 
Then, using the inverse dynamics for the first four 
equations of the system (20) we determine the sum of 










⎛ ⎞′′⎜ ⎟+ = ⎜ ⎟′′⎝ ⎠
, 2i i i ij j j j
2F x yλ ′′ ′′= + .   (21) 
 
Inverting the last equation of the system (20) and 
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y
δ λ α λ ψ ψ⎛ ⎞′′′ ′′ ′′′′′−′ ′⎜ ⎟= = −⎜ ⎟′′⎝ ⎠
. (22) 
 
From the first two equations of the system (20) we 
define the current speed 
 
2 2i i
j jV u v= + ij , where i i ij j ju xλ ′= , i i ij j jv yλ ′=   (23) 
 
and therefore may proceed with determining the 
elapsed time for each robot 
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∆= ∆     (25) 
 
and the current time for each robot is defined as 
 
1 1 1  ( =0)
i i i i
j j jt t t t− −= + ∆ .          (26) 
 
Finally, we inverse the equations for robots’ attitude 
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−= ∆ .  (27) 
 
Once all states along the trajectories are computed, 
we determine the performance index (employing the 
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  (28) 
and form the aggregate penalty using an appropriate 
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Note that the last three terms in the compound 
penalty (29) are quite tricky because robots’ 
coordinates have to be interpolated so that they 





The proposed direct method of calculus of variations 
provides explicit numerical schemes for robust real-
time prototyping of near-optimal solutions for any 
complex system described by the ordinary nonlinear 
differential equations and employing any complex 
performance index. Among other advantages of this 
approach over other direct and indirect methods there 
are: feasibility of solutions with a priori 
unconditional satisfaction of all boundary conditions, 
a small number of variable parameters, and the 
absence of “wild” trajectories during optimization. 
The simplicity of this approach and excellent 
convergence properties allow implementing it easily 
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